What others are saying...
I have purchased Baby bottles for our campaign in the past and this year. They are
beautiful and it gets the message out perfectly.Evelyn
We love the look and quality of these bottles! The amount of change that we get returned to us pays for the bottles that we lose
every time. Great product for your money.
Jennifer
The baby bottles are a great way to raise
money and awareness in your community.
They are beautiful and eye catching. Betty
We just received our Baby Bottles and love
them! They are such an easy way to fundraise. Love the design and little cards that
came with them.
Marion
Not only are these baby bottles very very
cute, they are also great quality that have
lasted through many baby bottle drives.
Every Pregnancy Center should definitely
invest in these bottles for the baby bottle
drive!Krys
We love these baby bottles! We have had
them for many years, but recently need to
order more as they do disappear over time.
Great fundraiser for us.
Marion
Love these bottles! They provided a great
fundraiser. The logo is great and liked by
families and churches. 
Jeannie

I use the baby bottles in our church’s annual
fundraiser for our local PCP from Mother’s
Day through Father’s Day. They have sparked
much interest and allow less vocal prolifers
to be more supportive.
John
A great way to get others involved in the
work of life affirming ministry of all ages.
This has been an effective tool in raising
support and when the bottles are filled we
offer tours of our center which opens the
doors to further engagement.
Linda
These bottles have a great message! They
are attractive and professional. They are
used in a great way for fundraising for pregnancy care/crisis centers. We send them out
through your children’s ministry as well as
church wide. We can use them year round
but love to send them home for Mother’s
Day and pickup at Father’s Day honoring the
full family circle!
Jeannie
The baby bottles have been a financial life
saver for our crisis pregnancy center. We
are a newer center. The bottles have been
a great way to get the pro life message out
while raising much needed funds. Sharon
Perfect for baby bottle fundraisers. Great
material and very stylish compared to some
of the cheaper bottles we’ve used. Whitney
We love these bottles! They have held up
and served us well for a long time.  Jenny

We have used these bottles for two years,
they are awesome.
Stephanie
The baby bottles were very eye catching and
effective being well received bring in more
money than plain bottles. The tags were
very easy to attach and drew attention to
what was printed on them.
OFCC
Ordering baby bottles from Heritage is the
best. We needed an emergency shipment
since we ran out at a church campaign, and
we had replacement bottles by the next
weekend.Ana
The ultimate way to raise funds! Distribute
these bottles to your supporters with a request that every night they empty their
change into the bottle, when it is full, turn
it back in. It’s as easy as that! Give your
campaign a month, but at the end you will
discover that it was an easy way to raise a
significant amount of money with little
manpower and time on your part. Rhonda
5 stars plus! We did this fundraiser at our
parish and it was a huge success! Thankful
for the positive response.
Maria
These bottles are so much nicer than others
we have used.
Debbie
Excellent quality bottle for re-use during our
spring “change” campaign. 
Mollie
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